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My Background
• Three years ago I had never made an online game
• In 2002 I was team lead on MotoGP Online, an
Xbox Live launch title
• MotoGP 2 (2003) won several awards for the
online implementation
• Today Climax’s Brighton studio has 5 games in
development, for PS2, Xbox, and nextgen
consoles: all are online

Why Be Online?
• Because it is cool
• Because it is a core feature of your game design
• Because your publisher wants it
• Because Sony insist on it

The Meaning Of Online
• An online game is not necessarily multiplayer
• Online gaming is about reaching out to a larger world
than just the inside of one console
• If you don’t manage to extend the scope of your
game world, there is no point being online at all
• But this doesn’t mean you have to build a massively
multiplayer, persistent world. That’s not what this talk
is about

Key Online Features
• Play in realtime with other human beings
• Test your skills against other gamers
• Join a community of people with a shared interest in
the game
• Download new content to extend the game
• Share your own data (custom skins, user created
levels, recordings of cool bits of gameplay) with
other people

Persistent Worlds
• To make the player care about your online world, you
need persistence:
– Actions must have consequences
– A good reputation must last long enough to be worth
striving for
– If you meet someone cool today, they must still exist
tomorrow

24/7 Server Uptime
• Persistent game worlds require persistent servers,
but you don’t want to be stuck with the ongoing cost
and commitment of running a server farm
• A few minimal server functions can add persistent
elements to what is otherwise a peer-to-peer game
• Let the API vendor (Microsoft, Gamespy) handle it
• Or you can leave it up to the gamers themselves:
more on this later

Xbox Live
• Xbox Live provides a well thought out, consistent
online framework
• The XDK libraries and backend servers do a lot of the
hard work for you
• Live games have to deal with many required features
and TCRs: friends, voice, autoupdates, service
messages, banned accounts, etc.
• Plan on making your offline mode “Live Aware”:
MotoGP 2 or Project Gotham 2 are good examples

Live The Easy Way
• The Xbox Drop-in UI
library (UIX) implements
things like the sign-in
process and friends
screen
• You can skin it to match
the style of your game

Not Live At All
• Even if you aren’t supporting true online multiplayer,
you can take advantage of some Live features for
almost zero development effort:
– The Xbox Statistics Manager (stats.xbe) makes
scoreboards available from otherwise offline titles
– The Xbox Content Download Manager
(downloader.xbe) makes it trivial to add downloadable
content to any game
– Check out Splinter Cell and Burnout 2

PS2 Online
• PS2 has less standard infrastructure than Xbox
• No pre-written UI components
• But there are also fewer restrictions, eg. voice
support is optional
• Sony provide the SCE-RT libraries, but servers are
normally hosted by the publisher. This can vary so
check with both SCEA and SCEE
• Gamespy provide both an SDK and hosting service

How Long Does It Take?
• MotoGP Online had 7 weeks core development time,
followed by a month of beta
• We had 5 programmers working exclusively on the
online code and user interface
• This is not recommended! Give yourself more time
• On the other hand, UIX didn’t exist back then. Using
that, Xbox exclusive online could be done faster

Task Breakdown
40%

User interface

20%

Networked gameplay

15%

Required online features (sign-in, matchmaking,
friends, voice)

10%

Optional online features (scoreboards,
downloadable content)

10%

Integrating online features into singleplayer

5%

Testing / certification

Online UI Is Hard
• Most games have very simple UI requirements
• UI is typically assigned to a junior level programmer
• Online UI is an order of magnitude more complicated. It
takes time, is hard to get right, and is critically important
• Put your best coders on it
• Let the trainees write your renderer if need be: that is
simple in comparison
• Really, I’m not joking!

Team Structure
• Online design is hugely affected by technical limitations
• The most dangerous places are the overlaps between
design, UI, networking, and game physics
• Specialists tend to neglect the joins between areas
• I believe the details of an online game are best
designed by a programmer, ideally the same person
who will be coding the UI and high level networking
• Make your physics guy responsible for the low level
networking as well

Scoreboards
• An online hiscore table is a great way of adding
persistence to the game world
• On Xbox you can use stats.xbe: no need to write any
network or UI code yourself
• Only one person can be ranked #1, but you must try
to keep the scoreboards relevant for everybody
• Beware of cheating!

Cheating
• Cheating is the bane of online gaming: be paranoid
• Hacked executables are less likely than on PC
• Antisocial behaviour: backwards riders in MotoGP
• People will exploit the rules of the game:
– Slipstream pausing in MotoGP
– Taking advantage of collision detection bugs
– Camping on spawn points
– Disconnecting to avoid negative scores

Patching
• A console is a fixed, unchanging platform, but the
online environment is constantly evolving. What works
today may not still work tomorrow
• Xbox Live titles are required to support autoupdates
• PS2 has no standard patching system, but you can roll
your own using DNAS to authenticate code downloads
• We released two patches for MotoGP Online, and one
for MotoGP 2
• Keep your build machines around, just in case!

Downloadable Content
• New business model: give the game away for free,
then charge for content
• Or you can release free content to extend the game
lifespan
• On Xbox you can use downloader.xbe: no need to
write any network or UI code yourself

Content Certification
• Downloadable content needs to be certified just like
the game itself
• Certification costs time and money
• Weekly content updates would not be a good idea!
• Batch up several packages, certify them all in one go,
then stagger the release dates
• Or certify content along with the original game, but
hold back the release

Player Created Content
• On PC, user mods can greatly extend the lifespan of
a game (Counter-Strike, anyone?)
• On console this is limited by technical, security, and
certification issues
• You have to build any editors into the game itself
• Data can be uploaded to online servers, or sent
directly from peer to peer, or you can just display raw
data values and let the players take it from there

Know Thy Gamer
• Online gamers are hard-core. They have enthusiasm,
commitment, the occasional good idea, and most
importantly, lots of spare time
• If you let them, they will put incredible amounts of
effort into supporting your game
• A small number of dedicated, hard-core fans can do
things that will be appreciated by huge numbers of
more casual players

File Sharing The Easy Way
• This is the bike livery
editor from MotoGP 2
• We didn’t bother writing
any code to transfer
designs within the game
• But we did display raw
numeric values, so
players could post their
designs on websites

Player Created Bike Designs

Fan Websites
• A good website can add a lot of depth to your game
• If you are lucky, someone will set one up for you
• Obviously you can’t count on this, but you can do
some things to encourage it:
– If anyone remotely sensible sets up a fan site for your
game, spend some time hanging out there
– Give them screenshots and developer interviews:
whatever it takes to help the site grow
– You could offer to pay their hosting fees

Fan Site Scoreboards
• This page, from
xblracing.com,
is a great web
scoreboards
implementation
• Time for Climax
to implement
this feature:
zero!

Fan Site Team Leagues
• Team leagues
are a great
feature, if you
have time to
implement them
• We didn’t
bother, but they
happen all the
same

Custom Game Modes
• If you make your
game flexible
enough, people
will invent new
ways to play it
• “Demolition
Derby” events
are popular in
MotoGP

Fan Site Disadvantages
• Fan sites are unreliable and inconsistent in quality
• Publisher websites have access to extra features
such as the Xbox Live Web Services
• But if you don’t have the resources to do this properly
yourself, amateur sites can be a great substitute

Online Relationships
• Gamers love to have direct contact with developers
• Many developers like to talk with gamers, too, and
this can be valuable for both parties
• But your PR department or publisher may not agree!
• Work out a policy covering exactly who is allowed to
say what, when, and to whom
• Expect plenty of irrational criticism, blame, and
misinformed ranting. Stay calm and let the website
moderators deal with it

Testing During Development
• You will need at least two devkits per programmer,
and in some cases three
• Testing large game sessions requires as many
devkits as the game supports players, often 8 or 16
• That’s a lot of devkits!
• Many network errors are impossible to generate on
demand, so you need to build in some way of
simulating them. Testers cannot do this without help
from the programmers

Testing At The Publisher
• Online testing requires a lot of people and a lot of
hardware
• This is a pain, so there is a natural tendency to put it
off for as long as possible
• Make sure QA are looking for any potential ways of
cheating, because such problems are far more
significant than in offline titles

Testing On The Internet
• The Internet is more unpredictable than you can
possibly imagine
• Network simulation packages can help, but are no
substitute for the real thing
• Be aware of NAT (Network Address Translation) issues
• It is no good if everyone is using the same ISP
• Get people to take devkits home with them
– But insurance can be a problem

Testing By The Public
• PC games often rely on a public beta test
• This is not generally possible on console
• Uh… this is a short slide!

Testing Is Impossible
• Networks never do the same thing twice in a row
• Testing can demonstrate the presence of bugs, but it
is often impossible to reproduce them
• The best solution is simply to avoid creating any bugs
in the first place…
• Game developers are often used to being sloppy, then
trusting QA to hammer on it until all the bugs go away
• Online coding demands a more careful approach

Localisation
• If you want your game to be playable across multiple
territories, all language SKUs must be compatible
• This is easy if you submit a single version for all
territories
• On MotoGP 2 we did a simultaneous submission for
America and Europe, followed by Japanese a month
later
• That made life difficult when we subsequently had to
create a patch that worked with both versions

The End
• Any questions?

